
GAME OF FORKS 
(GAMESHOW / COOKING) 

Game of Forks highlights the competition 
between brides  and mother in laws  and 
dissenting opinions of different generations.  

Sizzling discussions , warm laughters, spiced 
up family relationships , cutthroat strategies to 
win, all will be served in this piping hot 
competition.  

GAME OF FORKS  is a stripped studio 
cooking reality in which brides, grooms and 
mother in laws participate as a couple and 
compete against other couples to claim the 
weekly prize.  Although each mother in law 
and bride is a team, they are also competitors 
when comes to winning their favorite man’s 
heart with their cooking. The groom’s choice 

defines the daily winner. His mother? or His 
wife?  Groom will decide who is a better cook. Their female competitors and our 
host will score their cooking separately and their scores as a team will help them 
win the big prize money! 

In each daily episode, 1 family is in competition. The competing duo  (mother in 
law and bride) will cook the same 
menu that they have decided 
together.   

Groom is placed inside a rotating 
sound-proof glass room  in the 
studio.   



First, our competing duo shop for the 
ingredients from studio’s mini-market.  

If they forget anything they receive a 
punishment. Whoever forgets to buy a 
key ingredient would need to start 
cooking 2 minutes later than her 
opponent.  

 

Mother in law and bride cook against time in their kitchen counters which face 
each other. 

There are 5 main areas. 

A) KITCHEN COUNTERS - 2 kitchen opposite of each other , 1 for bride, 1 for 
mother in law. 

B) BRIDES’ LOUNGE - located next to brides kitchen and separated by glass 
walls. 4 other brides watch what the bride of the day is doing and they 
comment&criticize. They interact with each other and with their opponent as 
well.  

C)MOTHER IN LAWS’ LOUNGE - located next to the mother in law’s kitchen 
counter. 4 other mother in laws also watch the mother in law of the day and they 
comment& criticize her, interacting with each other.  

D) GROOM BEHIND THE WALL - A rotating glass room. Groom talks to the 
camera on the wall, give comments and answers to our editor’s questions. The 
Wall Rotates and faces the studio when we want it, otherwise he cannot see 
what is happening in the studio. 

E) Market - Before they start cooking they have a limited time to go and pick the 
necessary ingredients from our market. The one who misses an ingredient will 
be punished and start cooking later. 



STRUCTURE: 

While  mother-in-law & bride of the day, cook in a race against time, their 
competitors are watching them from their  own VIP lounges placed at the side of 
each kitchen.  

Bride needs to charm 4 brides  in competition who are watching them from their 
booth.  They’ll be scoring her dish out of 10.  

Mother in law needs to convince the 4 mother in laws in competition who are 
also in their lounge and watching their every move. Mother in laws also score 
their opponent out of 10.  

The competing duo will receive points separately from their opponents and  in 
the weekly final their scores are added up as a team score.  

While they cook there are fun challenges in the studio. Bride and Mother in law 
answers questions about the groom and they try to guess his answers about 
themselves. Whoever loses this fun game will face a challenging task. ( Eg. She 
would need to cook while holding a baby toy with her one hand etc.)  

Once the time is over, our chef creates exactly look alike plates.  

Mother in laws taste the dish that their opponent cooked and give her a group 
score.   

Brides taste the dish that the bride of the day cooked and score her as well. Our 
host also score the dishes but it will not be revealed to them until the final.  

Now, it is time for the groom to come to the studio. He tastes the dishes without 
knowing which plate belong to who. Every episode either the bride or mother in 
law will receive a gold coin from the groom. But it’s a very funny Catch 22 
situation for him. Groom’s choice define the winner of the day, and either his 
mother of his wife will receive an extra gold coin. His decision of course will 
create lots of discussions.  



During 5 days, all brides and mother in laws compete as teams in turns. Their 
individual scores are added up and in the final, host’s scores are revealed. The 
highest scored duo will be the winner of the week and earn 5 gold coins 
( 2000€). 

Game of Forks is filled with multi layers of reality. While cooking is in the heart of 
the show, family, family relations, generation gap, severe competition take place 
creating humor and conflicts in every episode. Game of Forks bring the juicy 
conflicts such as  

• Bride vs Mother in law 

• Groom vs his mother or wife/fiancé 

• Brides competing against each other 

• Mother in laws competing against each other  

• Male approach vs Female approach  to cooking 

• Young generation vs old generation’s approach to cooking. 

• Professional vs. amateur’s approach to cooking. (Our Gourmet host’s score 
helps us understand who  actually cooked the better tasting meal.)  

A hot cooking competition for the whole family!  

 

GAME OF FORKS 
Screeners 
Long Promo: Link  
Showcase with full eps: Link 
Email: NILUFER KUYEL 
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